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First opened in Vermont, America
in 1978, Ben & Jerry’s has since
become one of the world’s most
popular ice cream brands. Ben &
Jerry’s is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Unilever. Acquired in 2000,
Unilever helped the ice cream brand
globalize and is now commercialised
in 34 countries around the globe.
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Ice Cream
The ice cream market in Europe : that
includes dairy ice cream, ice cream, milk
ice, water ice, fruit ice and sorbet, according
to the European Ice Cream Association,
represents sales in 2009, at a total volume of
2 billion liters for a value of approximatively 9
billion €. The average annual consumption of
ice cream in Europe is 6,8 liters per capita. It
seems to be a lot but, in the USA in 2011,
this market represented no less than 25
billion $.

B & J’s commercialise around
50 unique flavours of ice
cream, sorbets and frozen
yogurts. Their amazing flavors
and creative names are what
made them so famous like
Cherry Garcia, Phish food and
Chunky Monkey.
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Segmentation
Ben & Jerry's products belong to a specific type of
ice cream : it is packaged and sold in tubs, indivual tubs or
big tubs to share. This differentiates them from ice cream on
sticks or in cones, like Magnum or Cornetto products.
Their also a market segmentation on consumption
habits : take-home ice cream and out-of-home ice cream.
For a period of time, Ben & Jerry's tubs were only available
in public places like cafés, some restaurants, some theaters
and, of course, their own shops. They were only-out-ofhome ice creams. But for a few years now, they appeared in
supermarkets so you can have it in you're own fridge at any
time. It became also a take-home ice cream.
Positionning

The name

High quality ingredients, high quality texture,
original recipes, a social added value as they use fairtrade
ingredients, a strong and consumer-oriented brand image
and a high price are the characteristics that rank Ben &
Jerry's in 'Premium Ice Cream' category.

Two best friends Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield where
both making their high school great, but after finishing it, they
didn’t feel like they are doing the best in studying, the only
thing they did know and was in their common was everything
about ice cream and that has leaded to their first business
experiences, opening their own ice cream shop, which was very
successful. Ben and Jerry were in the past just a usual names of
two persons, but after using them as their product names, that
were not only personal names anymore, but today they define
well known company and quality ice cream products.
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The Logo
When opening the first Ben & Jerry’s store, they needed
a brand identity that looked and felt like their company and
products. Here we see the evolution of the graphic design
concerning the logo :

The Characters

First logo: from Black and white to colour.

The logo had to be improved in 1998 to be used on their new
packaging and ice cream kiosk.

On every Ben &
Jerry product,
there is at least
one illustration
of a cow. This is
their ‘mascot’,
It decorates
packaging, scoop
shops, posters
and animates their
advertisements.
It adds to the
fun and quirky
environment.
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Packaging
Packaging is important as it is what defines each
flavour. The distinguished font and logo that we find
on each tub are combined with several elements
that evoke that flavour, an image of ingredients,
colours...
The lid is also as important as the consumer will
usually buy their ice cream from supermarkets in
freezer cabinets where you will see the lid.
The pint size packaging are a practical size that can
be shared or eaten straight out of the tub and be
popped back in the freezer for later.
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Brand hierarchy of company Ben & Jerry’s

Company core brand : Ben & Jerry’s

The core brand of the company is Ben
& Jerry’s which is covering famly of ice cream
products. In this category we can find two
groups : ice cream and frozen Greek yoghurt.
If we go deeper to the product type, we Can
find different flavours of both product lines,
which also have different ingredients, and
those are the reason why there are different
sorts or variants of products.

Product family : Ice cream products
Product line : Ice cream
Product type (name) : American dream
Sort / variant : Vanilla ice cream with fudge
covered waffle cone pieces and caramel

Company core brand : Ben & Jerry’s

Product family : ice cream products

Product line : ice cream,

frozen Greek yoghurt
Product type : various

flavours of ice cream
Sort / variant :

unique flavours
and ingredients
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SCOOP SHOPS

At the very Start of Ben & Jerry’s, their ice cream was sold only through
‘scoop shops’ and kiosks, like the one’s you see in the photos.
Many Scoop shops exist today, in 34 countries around the globe.
Scoop shops offer ice cream in cones, cups, sundaes and milkshakes.
These places are inviting and child-friendly, they can been seen from a
far thanks to their logo and iconic characters.
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B & J’s come to you
Today Ben & Jerry’s ice cream is available
in supermarkets and cafés across America,
Europe and Asia.
Not only can you go buy your favourite B & J
flavour, they will also come to you.
B & J’s offer a catering service for special
occasions such as birthdays and weddings.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Ben & Jerry’s is a brand committed to making, distributing, and
selling the finest quality products while using natural ingredients.
Their image is very important to them, and a large part of their
marketing budget must go towards advertising so to improve
their brand perception.

B & J’s have high respect for society and the
environment, it is reflected in their mantra «Business
has a responsibility to the community and the
environment». They also believe : «It’s all part of the
belief that Ben & Jerry’s shouldn’t just be the best ice
cream company in the world, it should also be the
best ice cream company for the world».
Ben & Jerry’s buy Fairtrade ingredients for many of
their ice cream flavours, and aims that 100% of their
ingredients will be Fairtrade by 2013. Fairtrade sets
a minimum price for farmers, to make sure that they
receive what they have earned fairly, particulary in
developed countries. It encourages sustainability
practices too.
Many efforts are made so that distribution is as
environmentally friendly as possible. They have
investmented in renewable energy sources (wind
energy, solar usage), and carbon neutrality.
Ben & Jerry’s care for their cows. With the help from
farmers who supply the company with fresh milk
and cream, they push for sustainable dairy farming
through projects like the «Caring Dairy program»
conducted in Vermont and the Netherlands.
In order to be more socially responsible, the brand
donates a portion of its pre-tax profits to corporate
philanthropy.
Ben & Jerry’s also rewards customers with free ice
cream on the company’s birthday. Not all brands
make the effort to make a customer feel appreciated.
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B & J’s and the web

A website enables people to get essential
information about the brand and its products.
Internet can be a very useful tool for a company,
but only if it is used wisely.
Ben & Jerry’s interactive website is a fun and
enticing place. It is in complete harmony with its
products and characters. It offers a complete virtual
tour of its factories and shows what goes in each
tub. Every flavour can be discovered here, along
with and a timeline of how B&J’s was founded
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Social media

Websites such as Facebook and Twitter
have enabled interaction, not only between the
brand and its consumers, but also between
consumers themselves. This interaction has
created a community, based on the love of Ben &
Jerry’s ice cream.
Facebook is a platform for everything new and
exciting happening for the brand. This means:
new flavours, openings of new scoop shops,
competitions, locations of free cone days...
Fans express their gratitude and love by posting
photos with their their favourite flavours. This
enhances brand awareness as they are shared
between all of their friends online.
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The competitors
The premium ice cream market has very few brands. Actually, in Europe, only 2 main brands in tubs are emerging from the shleves
and are exceeding 5€ for 500mL : Ben & Jerry's and its rival brand, Häagen-Dazs. There are two main categories of ice cream : premium/
high-end and low-end quality products. These categories are not directly competing against each other as they do not target the same
consumers.
It is interesting to notice that the two premium brands have both adopted a round, hand-sized, cardboard packaging that contains 500mL
of ice cream. This choice, besides putting them in direct competition, distinguishes them from lower quality brands, putting them appart, in
their very own, high, premium category.
However, in the USA where the Ice Cream consumption is far larger than in Europe, competition is also more present as the premium ice
cream market represents 24% of the ice cream market, many premium brands might compete with Ben & Jerry’s like Kemps, but as this
brand isn’t focusing on the premium ice cream market but the whole premium dairy products market, they probably lose in market targeting
and brand coverage.
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But what make B&J’s and Häagen-Dazs really unique from other brands?
Well, in addition to launching the race to invent new ice cream flavours, they are
also the only two brands to have their own shops that sell only their products.
Today, B&J‘s owns 850 scoop shops around the world while Häagen-Dazs only
owns 800. However, in Europe, the last Häagen-Dazs shop has shown a more
dynamic presence with its most famous shop on the Champs-Elysées in Paris
and offers a wider range of flavours,with a bigger market share of 71,5% on this
spectific market, for only 14,7% for the Vermont brand.
Nevertheless, Ben & Jerry’s is growing significantly. So why is the rival brand
doing better? First, it arrived in supermarkets years before B&J’s. But it can also
be explained by their brand image. Indeed, Häagen-Dazs has a brand image
of sophistication, close to luxury, that Europeans would expect from a premium
brand. So, the funny, excentric, kind-of-childish look of the B&J’s packaging might
not reflect the idea of a premium ice cream. But now that the brand is well-known,
just like its brand image and personnality, people are used to it and aren’t so
reluctant to pay a high price.
In the last few months, Magnum, also a Unilever brand, has introduced a new
range of ice cream. They have enlarged their variety from magnum bars/cones
and lollies to tubs. Carte d’Or (Unilever) also has new handy size tubs. HäagenDazs has also renewed their image with special limited edition tubs. Its seems that
this form of packaging is a very fashionable choice, and also the best choice for
premium ice cream brands

Price policy
The main explanation for Ben & Jerry's
high price, and premium ice cream in general,
is that in contrast to lower quality brands, B &
J’s don’t inject air into the ice cream during the
process, which gives it that delicious texture.
Premium ice cream brands also use highquality ingredients and that increases its costs
and affects the selling price. But Ben & Jerry's
specifically uses Fairtrade ingredients so on top of
the quality cost are added Social Responsability
costs and that also increases the selling price.
In addition, their brand image allows them to sell
at a higher price because they want to appear
premium, more so than ordinary ice cream
brands.
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Qualitative Survey
Focus Group
4th May 2013

Alenka, 28
studies ethnology
and anthropology
Slovenian

Benjamin, 19
studies history
French

Alexis, 23
studies design
French

Justine, 24
Graphic designer
French

Sascia, 43
Housewife
English

Amelia, 20
Beautician
English

Sebastijan, 29
Quality supplier
Slovenian

Tobias, 25
studies politics
German

Charlotte, 23
Cook
French
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Ice Cream Survey

The oreo tub looks really nice, its really eye-catching, i like the colours because the
others are boring
5 – Go to page 3 :
Now taking the price into account, would you stick with your first choice ? Would you change ? For which
product ?
I would stick with the Oreo brand
Please go to page 4 to continue.

1

Yes
4 – Go to page 2 :
In the following range of premium ice creams, supposing they are all offering the same flavour at the same
price, which one are you most likely to buy ? Please explain why.

Ben & Jerry's, Haagen Dazs
3 - Do you buy premium ice cream ? If no, would you consider it ?

2 - Which are the brands you usually buy ?

Walls, Haagen Dazs, Magnum, Cadbury's, Ben & Jerry's

1 - Which brands of ice cream do you know ?

General question about ice cream

First name : Amelia
Age : 20
You will be asked several questions about ice cream brands and your consumption habits. This surveys’ aim
is to help us improve this brand, so please be as honest as possible and feel free to criticize any aspects of
the products or the brand that you don’t find satisfying.
Please follow the indications very carefully while changing pages, so the following pages will not influence
your answers.
Thanks for your help and your time.
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4,70 €
450mL

4,85 €
500mL

5,54€
440 mL

4,85 €
500mL

5,29€
500mL

4,44€
450mL
3
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General questions about ice cream consumption habits
6 – How often do you buy ice cream ?
Not very often, only for special occasions
7 – Where do you eat ice cream ? (ex : at home, at a restaurant, at an ice cream shop, at the cinema, at
work...)
Outside when its nice weather and at the cinema
8 – In which situations do you eat ice cream ? (ex : in front of TV, for dessert, with family, while walking
outside, when you go out for dinner....
With family and friends
9 – Does the season influence your consumption of ice cream (it has to be said that ice cream isn’t the
same thing as sorbet or frozen yoghurt) ? In which season are you more likely to eat ice cream ?
in summer, as long as its warm
10 – Are you satisfied with the current range of flavours of ice cream ? Would you like more ?
Yes, I love all the unique and weird flavours you can find
11 - Would you consider yourself as loyal to a specific brand of ice cream ?
If yes, can you explain what makes this brand more attractive than the others for you ?
Yes I would always buy Ben & Jerry’s if I was getting a tub, but I do like a Magnum
white ice cream

Please go on page 5 to continue.

4
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General questions about Ben & Jerry’s brand awareness and shopping habbits
12 – Do you know the ice cream brand Ben & Jerry’s ?
Yes
13 – If you do, can you remember how and where you heard about it for the first time ? Since how long
have you known the brand ?
On TV I think, a lot of series show Amercian products like Ben & Jerry's. I think
thats why its so popular.
If you don’t, do you think you would now remember the name of the brand ? Or recognize it in the
supermarket ?
14 – Have you ever bought Ben & Jerry’s ice cream ?
Yes

16 – Ben & Jerry’s offers a choice of 50 differents flavours. Would you expect more ? Less ? Do you think
it’s too much ? Not enough ?
I think 50 is good, there are different choices not only ice cream, like yogurt and
sorbets, they are good too
17 – Have you ever seen a Ben & Jerry’s advert ? If you have, on which media ? (ex : TV, at the movies
theater, on billboards, internet, magazine...) What did you think of it ?
Yes, on billboards and on TV I think
18 – What do you think about Ben & Jerry’s brand image ?
Its bright, colourful and exciting
19 – What do you like or dislike about Ben & Jerry’s ice cream ?
Its fattening if you eat too much
20 – If it’s not your usual brand of ice cream, please compare Ben & Jerry’s to your favourite brand. What
could they do to make the brand more attractive to you ?

5

If you haven’t, would you consider to buy it ? Please explain why you never considered buying it before or
what restrains you from buying it.

15 – If you have, how often do you buy it ?
Not very often, on special occasions. I like to get some when we go to the theme park
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Specific questions about Ben & Jerry’s brand and products
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5

5

5

5

5
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21 - Have a look on page 7
Please rate the following aspects of Ben & Jerry’s brand and products on a scale from 1 : Not satisfying at
all ; to 5 : Very satisfying.
Brand identity :
Name :
Logo :
Graphic design :
Colours :
Social responsibility :
Products :
Taste (if you were able to try the product) :
Texture (if you were able to try the product) :
Flavour range :
Price :
Packaging :
Distribution/accessibility :
Fair trade :

22 - From a general point of view, does it seem to be a good brand ? A good product ?
I am a big fan of B&Js, I believe they are an honest company making good quality
products, without harming the environment or animals

Ben & Jerry’s thank you for your help and time.

6

23 - Please tell us any further thoughts or comments about the brand you have, either positive or negative
.
If I had to say a bad thing it would be that there are two many cows on their packaging. I dont like cows. Also the packaging is really busy its hard to see clearly. The
price is a bit high, but i still buy it, more so when its on promotion
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RESULTS

How is Ben & Jerry's perceived?
VALUES

RESPONDENTS
3. Alexis 4.Sascia 5.Seba
6.Tobias

1.Justine

2.Benjamin

1. Loyalty

-

-

-

-

+

2. Identity

+

+

+

+

3. Frequency

0

0

-

4. Range

+

+

5. Seasonality

+

6. Recognition
7. Price
8.
Convenience
to buy
9.
Convenience
to eat
10. Fairtrade

7.Alenka

8.Amelia

9.Charlotte

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0

+

0

0

0

0

-

+

-

+

+

+

0

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

0

+

-

0

-

-

+

0

0

0

-

-

-

+

+

0

+

+

-

0

0

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

0

0

+

0

0

0

+

+
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COLOUR KEY
Loyalty :

Recognition :

I’m not loyal to B&J’s
I don’t have any opinion
I’m loyal to B&J’s

I don’t recognize B&J’s
I don’t have opinion
I do recognize B&J’s

Identity :

Price :

I have positive opinion about B&J’s identity
I don’t have an opinion
I have negative opinion about B&J’s identity

B&J’s is too expensive
I don’t have an opinion
I’m satisfied with price of B&J’s

Frequency :

Convenient to buy :

I never buy B&J’s
I buy B&J’s occasionally
I buy B&J’s at least every month

It’s not convenient to buy B&J’s
I don’t have an opinion
It’s convenient to buy B&J’s

Range :

Convenient to eat :

Not satisfying at all B&J’s range of flavors
I don’t have an opinion
I am very satisfied with B&J’s range of flavors

It’s not convenient to eat B&J’s
I don’t have an opinion
It’s convenient to eat B&J’s

Seasonality :

Fairtrade :

Seasons don’t have influence on me, to buy more ice cream
I don’t have an opinion
I buy more ice cream in summer

B&J’s Fairtrade is not satisfying at all
I don’t have an opinion
B&J’s Fairtrade is very satisfying
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Marketing desicions that can be considered
One possibility could be to target advertisements more on younger
people and children. As their TV advertising campaigns already have that fresh,
funny inspiration, they should focus on time slots dedicated to children like
early mornings, after school 4 to 6pm, weekends... Childrens capacity to ask
or nag to their parent to make them buy a specific brand is quite powerful and
effective in supermarkets.
To create a buzz B&J’s create flavours after celebrities. Still focusing on
children, new flavours could be created, but instead of using adult celebrities,
they could use famous cartoon characters or teen-stars. Licensing has been
proved as a very effective marketing weapon on consumers under 18. Why not
create a Ban-Hannah Montana flavour to attract music-fan-teenage-girls ?
A completely different idea would be to offer simpler flavours.
Apparently, European consumers aren’t big fans of those original complicated
recipes with goofy names, they don’t really understand. A range of basic
flavour, like chocolate, vanilla, caramel, strawberry, could be profitable for the
brand.
Because the Ben & Jerry’s has a strong and memorable brand, it
wouldn’t be clever to change it. However, it could be a bit less cluttered.The
whole graphic style seems to be eye-catching but not always seducing. Of
course, you can’t please every one, but as B&J’s is consumer-oriented, we
could give it a try.
A price revision could also be considered. Maybe implementing new
factories in Europe would reduce the transportation costs and would allow a
significant reduction of the price, too expensive for some consumers. However,
this would be an important decision, because B&J’s is still a premium ice cream
brand with a price corresponding to its quality, and changing the price could
affect the brand image. This decision would require further informations from
larger surveys

A quantitative survey with
a sample of approximatively 800
to 1000 people would allow us to
confirm strengh of the brand identity
and measure more precisely the
brand awareness and equity. It will
also show us on which aspects of
the brand and the marketing mix we
can work on to improve it. It would
also help us to see the relevance of
marketing decisions as changing the
targeted segment(s) or the price, or
creating new brands or not.
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